
A REVOLUTION IN FOOD
TRANSPORTATION.

Eliminate the headaches and backaches of trans-

porting food and beverages. PROSERVE Insulated

Carriers have solved the problems of making it

here and taking it there.

PROSERVE™ Insulated Carriers

• Unsurpassed Thermal

Retention System

• Lightweight design

• Strong nylon exterior

• Rigid construction that

allows stacking

• Professional and stylish look



Easy-care nylon exterior

Protects carriers against rips,
tears, and stains. Complete with
commercial-strength latches
that close securely in a snap.

Rigid Expanded Polypropylene

(EPP) insulation

Insulates and protects 
food during loading,
stacking, and moving.

Safeguard your meals and enhance

your image at the same time.

Caterers and food service
professionals told us they were
tired of the awkward bulk and
weight of traditional plastic
carriers. Now there’s a lighter,
more convenient way to get 
food and beverages to your
events safely—PROSERVE
Insulated Carriers. Each of 
the professional grade carriers
offers the most progressive
thermal technology in the
industry, yet are just one-third
the weight of traditional plastic
carriers. With seven sizes,
there’s one for every occasion.
You’ll be able to use and carry
them proudly for years. 

Industrial-grade strapping 

with ergonomic handles

Provide superior durability 
and easy one- or two-hand
lifting. All strapping rated at
over 1,000 pounds of pull force.

Aluminum runners

Allow metal or plastic
pans to slide 
in and out easily.

Double-stitched construction

Ensures reliable performance 
for years of use.
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The right accessories complete the system:

Thermal Retention System: Four layers of protection

Lab tests prove it. PROSERVE carriers provide superior thermal performance, yet 
are only one-third the weight of traditional plastic carriers. The secret is the multiple
layers in the Thermal Retention System. The temperature-controlling layers of
lightweight, protective materials keep hot foods hot and cold foods cold through
loading, transportation, staging, presentation, and serving. Guaranteed.
1Registered Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company

Wire shelf keeps food containers organized and
neat. Can be used in all end-loading carriers.

Blue Ice® Chiller extends the cooling
properties for hours—less than 1° F of
temperature increase in 24 hours.

9F19

9F20
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ITEM HEAT RETENTION COLD RETENTION
SKU WEIGHT (Heat loss (Heat gain

per hour per hour
over 4 hours) over 4 hours)

9F12 10.6 lb 5.5° F 0.2° F

9F13 14.9 lb 6.0° F 0.4° F 

9F14 17 lb 5.7° F 0.3° F 

9F15 6.3 lb 5.8° F 0.5° F

9F16 11.1 lb 5.2° F 0.6° F 

9F17 7.9 lb * n/a

9F18 11.3 lb 3.0° F 0.4° F

Hot testing performed with chicken broth. Cold testing performed 
with applesauce. *Testing with two 16" pizzas held above 140° F 
for 90 minutes.

Carrier dolly makes moving multiple carriers—
up to 325 pounds—easier than ever. Includes a
retention strap and two locking casters.

Reflective vapor barrier

Helps maintain even 
temperature throughout the

carrier, so foods maintain 
their ideal temperatures.

Commercial-grade 

nylon exterior

Strong (840 denier) nylon
surrounds and protects
the inner layers.

Rigid interior insulation

Lightweight and over
300% stronger than

Styrofoam®1 polystyrene,
Expanded Polypropylene

(EPP) resists flaking,
cleans easily, and provides
uncompromising support.

Non-woven polyester insulation

Nearly an inch thick, it’s 
the same insulation used 
in high-performance cold-
weather gear. Will not 
retain moisture or odors.



Assists in Complying with HACCP Guidelines

PROSERVE carriers keep hot
foods hot and cold foods cold and
allow you to pack, load, move,
unload, and serve with confidence
and ease. All carriers can be
stacked for easier transportation,
and are completely commercial
dishwasher safe, so even
maintenance is simplified.

Contact Rubbermaid Commercial
Products for more details on the
PROSERVE family of professional
food transport and storage
solutions. 1.800.347.9800
www.rubbermaidcommercial.com

SKU PRODUCT UPC DESCRIPTION CAPACITY DIMENSIONS  (LxWxH) COLOR

9F12 086876166750    End Load Full Pan Carrier (S) Three 21/2" or two 4" deep pans 27" x 181/4" x 16" Cool Gray $146
(68.6 cm x 46.4 cm x 40.6 cm)

9F13 086876166767    End Load Full Pan Carrier (M) Five 21/2" or three 4" deep pans 27" x 191/2 " x 221/2" Cool Gray $192
(68.6 cm x 49.5 cm x 57.2 cm)

9F14 086876166774    End Load Full Pan Carrier (L) Seven 21/2" or four 4" deep pans 27" x 211/2" x 29" Cool Gray $234
(68.6 cm x 54.6 cm x 73.7 cm)

9F15 086876166781    Top Load Half Pan Carrier Three 21/2" or two 4" deep pans 19" x 163/4" x 15" Cool Gray $94
(48.3 cm x 42.6 cm x 38.1 cm)

9F16 086876166798    Top Load Full Pan Carrier Five 21/2" or three 4" deep pans 28" x 191/4" x 191/2" Cool Gray $152
(71.1 cm x 48.9 cm x 49.5 cm)

9F17 086876166804    Party Tray /Pizza Box Carrier One 16" or 18" domed party tray 24" x 233/4" x 101/2" Cool Gray $108
or two 16" to 18" pizza boxes (61.0 cm x 60.3 cm x 26.7 cm)

9F18 086876166811    Hot & Cold Beverage Dispenser 51/4 Gallons 201/2" x 141/2" x 21" Cool Gray $158
(52.1 cm x 36.8 cm x 53.3 cm)

9F19 086876166828    Carrier Dolly with Retention Strap Holds up to 325 lb 283/4" x 211/4" x 10" Black $126
(73.0 cm x 56.5 cm x 25.4 cm)

9F20 086876166835    Chrome-plated Wire Shelf Holds up to 25 lb 21" x 123/4" x 3/8" Chrome $28
(53.3 cm x 32.4 cm x 0.1 cm)

9F21 086876166842    Blue Ice® Chiller n /a 21" x 123/4" x 11/2" Blue $56
(68.6 cm x 46.4 cm x 40.6 cm)

PROSERVE INSULATED CARRIERS
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